
Poem
 Anchorperson reads a poem over the microphone.
 In the background there is classical music from CD.
 At the country side description in the poem the sound of a creak appears 

from MD.
 We want to record it on Cassette.

Episode of a radio drama that takes place in the street
 On cassette we have the background sound of the street.
 Two persons talk to each other over the microphones.
 Suddenly horning appears from a sound CD.
 We want to record it all together on MD.

A radio drama of a fight between a dog and a cat
 In the background there is thrilling music from CD.
 The dialogue between cat and dog becomes more and more agitated:

• The miau of the cat is on Cassette.
• The barking and growling of the dog on MD.

 We want to listen how it sounds over the speakers.

A new episode of a radio novella 
 The narrator tells what had happened in the previous episodes over the 

microphone. 
 In the background there is the theme music of the radio novella from CD
 Suddenly there is a scream that was the end of the last episode on MD.
 Then follows classical piano music from Cassette.
 We want to record it on the PC.

The radio drama takes place in the forest
 Two people walk over the dried leaves. Their steps are on cassette
 They talk to each other over the microphones.
 Suddenly it sounds as if someone is running through the forest. This sound is 

on CD.
 And thrilling background music appears from PC.
 We record it on MP3.

We produce a feature about the women‘s rally yesterday
 The slogans of the rally we recorded on MD.
 Marie introduces the topic of the rally over the microphone.
 The speeches of the women leaders from the rally we recorded on Cassette.
 The Feature ends with a song women's song from CD.
 We record the feature on PC.

We interview an tribal peasant women leader 
 First a tribal women‘s song from Cassette.
 Then the Station ID from PC.



 Then the peasant women is interviewed live in the studio over the 
microphones. 

 At the end the anchorwomen announces a forum on tribal women the next 
day. 

 We record it on MD


